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Welcome to our Second Newsletter.
In this issue we are focusing on our timber framed buildings,
with their sturdy and versatile construction our timber buildings
have many uses, from potting sheds to summerhouses, pony
housing to ‘L’ shaped stable ranges and garages to storage
buildings. We have something that will enhance your property
and have the build quality to last for years.
Catch up with our sales team
Jonathan and Stephen.

Enjoy your garden with our
summerhouse, with it’s large
inside room and decked area,
it makes the perfect setting for
that summer bbq with the
family or just for watching the
sunset and letting the world
pass by.

Coming Soon
Our new website is currently
under construction by our
in-house technical support
and marketing team.

Or why not treat yourself to
a new potting shed or tool
store with a choice of
standard 19mm thick shiplap
boarding or other cladding
options available on request.

Better Buildings By Design
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Our garages can be open
fronted, have barn style doors
or an enclosed storage bay.
Oak frontages are an option
as are a variety of roof and
side cladding types. PVC
guttering is included as
standard.
Courtyard Stable Range
Our stable ranges can be
supplied in a straight run, ‘L’
shaped or ‘U’ shaped and
with options for tack rooms,
storage rooms, pony boxes or
even vehicle storage. Fibre
cement roof sheeting is
standard.

From the Archives –
1959 Timber Building
Advert

The Ambassador building is a
well established design with
an offset ridge line to provide
greater height at the front of
the building and can be put
to many uses for either
domestic or agricultural

Future Projects

1963 Timber Building
Advert

It’s never too early to plan ahead, whether it is a building for
next winter, spring or even next summer! Let Browns of Wem
help you out with your planning application, with our 99%
success rate and dedicated planning team, we are here to
help you.
Full planning applications usually take a minimum of 8 weeks
however should the planners impose conditions this could
extend the process. Our in-house planning department can
guide you every step of the way supporting your own agent or
acting directly for your planning application.
No project is too big or too small for us - including Riding
Arenas, Grain Stores, Cattle Buildings of any size, Stable Blocks
and Garden Sheds we can do all these and more besides.
Give our sales team a call today.

Details of products and services are correct at time of publication, we reserve the
right to revise these at any time.
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